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This study investigates the beliefs of pre-service mathematics teachers (PMTs)
regarding mathematics through plotting their cognitive maps. The PMTs’ beliefs
regarding the nature of mathematics, and teaching and learning mathematics were
considered in depth using a phenomenological approach. Participants in the study
were seven PMTs in the fourth year of the Elementary School Mathematics
Education Program at a university in Istanbul. Data were collected through
individual interviews and analyzed by plotting cognitive maps. The results showed
that all PMTs had similar cognitive maps of beliefs regarding mathematics.
Although the PMTs stated that they held traditional (teacher centered) beliefs
before enrolling in the teacher-training program, they demonstrated that they held
more constructivist beliefs as a result of the teacher-training program. The use of
cognitive maps was shown to be effective in providing a holistic examination of
the beliefs of PMTs and a comparison of their belief systems.
Keywords: beliefs, cognitive maps, pre-service mathematics teachers, phenomenology,
qualitative research
INTRODUCTION
Developments in science and technology have reshaped contemporary education
systems and directly influenced the field of mathematics education. Today, the scope of
learning mathematics is not limited to merely learning abstract concepts and skills, it
also includes the development of a positive attitude toward mathematics along with
thinking about mathematics, and an appreciation of mathematics as an important tool in
real-life situations (Altun, 2016). Despite the reshaping and restructuring of mathematics
education, problems of inadequate mathematics curricula and educational systems, as
well as the quality of teachers, appear to constitute persistent pressing issues. The beliefs
Citation: Katmer-Bayraklı, V., & Erişen, Y. (2019). Cognitive Maps of the Beliefs of Pre-service
Mathematics Teachers Regarding Mathematics: A Phenomenological Research. International Journal
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of teachers regarding mathematical knowledge contribute to these problems (Baki,
2014). According to Philipp (2007), teachers play a pivotal role in developing students’
beliefs about mathematics. It seems, then, that the beliefs about mathematics of current
and pre-service teachers are an important consideration in mathematics education.
Therefore, it is worthwhile to identify the beliefs of pre-service mathematics teachers
(PMTs) in developing teacher-training programs.
Beliefs Related to Mathematics
Despite no precise definition of the concept of “belief” in current literature, it is,
nevertheless, regarded as fundamental to knowledge (Furinghetti & Pehkonen, 2002;
Pajares, 1992; Pehkonen & Pietilä 2003), attitude (Grigutsch, 1998), and conception
(Thompson, 1992). Acccording to Furinghetti and Pehkonen (2002), belief can be
defined as subjective knowledge as a component of a judgment formed as a result of
experiences and perceptions in one’s environment. Grigutsch (1998) recognizes belief as
a cognitive dimension of attitude, and Thompson (1992) holds that beliefs are mental
structures incorporating individual subconscious conceptions, personal preferences, and
viewpoints.
The lack of an agreed-upon definition of belief has led researchers to a number of
divergent viewpoints regarding belief in relation to mathematics. Ernest (1989)
describes belief regarding mathematics as an individual’s conceptions, values, ideology,
and tendencies in regard to mathematics, and Raymond (1997) describes belief as a
personal value judgment shaped by an individual’s experiences with mathematics.
According to Schoenfeld (1992), mathematical belief refers to an individual’s
conceptions and feelings that shape mathematical behaviors. In this study, in line with
Ernest’s (1989) and Raymond’s (1997) definitions, beliefs related to mathematics are
approached as the values and tendencies shaped by the individual’s past experiences.
The Beliefs of PMTs related to Mathematics
According to Thompson (1991), the various beliefs of teachers and pre-service teachers
combined to form their belief systems. Ernest (1989) organizes the belief systems of
teachers and PMTs about mathematics into three subsystems: beliefs about the nature of
mathematics (BNMs), beliefs about the teaching of mathematics (BTMs), and beliefs
about the learning of mathematics (BLMs). BNMs consider the qualities of mathematics
and how mathematics can be used, and BTMs are the beliefs of teachers and PMTs
concerning how mathematics should be taught. BLMs are their beliefs about what kind
of mathematical learning activities are appropriate for students.
In Pajare’s view (1992), equal importance should be attached in educational research
studies to examine the beliefs of pre-service teachers as well as those of teachers. In the
academic literature, however, little attention is given to the beliefs of pre-service
teachers. A review of current literature about beliefs of PMTs regarding mathematics
reveals that most studies are quantitative, in which belief scales are used to collect data.
In these studies, assessment of beliefs about teaching, learning, and the nature of
mathematics is considered (Adnan & Zakaria 2010; Haser & Dogan, 2012; Haser,
Kayan, & Işiksal-Bostan, 2013; Steinberg, 1998; Yang & Leung, 2015) within the
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context of demographic information about the PMTs (Ayvaz & Dundar, 2014; Çelik et
al., 2018; Duatepe-Paksu, 2008; Kayan et al., 2013; Unlu & Aktas, 2013).
Pajares (1992) holds that “beliefs cannot be directly observed or measured but must be
inferred from what people say, intend, and do” (p. 314). Because of the impossibility of
directly measuring beliefs, some researchers regard qualitative methods as more
appropriate for the study of beliefs (Maasepp & Bobis, 2015; Munby, 1984; Schunk,
1991). For example, Toluk-Ucar and Demirsoy (2010) studied three PMTs’ beliefs
regarding mathematics and found that one scored high on the belief scale but revealed
opposing beliefs in an interview. The study showed that belief scales alone were not
sufficient to examine beliefs and that qualitative data collection should also be employed
in the study of beliefs.
An examination of qualitative studies about the beliefs of PMTs regarding mathematics
reveals a focus on teaching mathematics. The experiences of PMTs and their
coursework in mathematics shape their beliefs on the subject (Boz, 2008; Herron, 2010;
Wilkins & Brand, 2004) and show that PMTs cannot teach lessons in accordance with
their beliefs (Boz, 2008; Demirsoy, 2008; Toluk-Ucar & Demirsoy, 2010).
Due to the abstract and complicated nature of belief, researchers found that plotting
cognitive maps of the beliefs of teachers and pre-service teachers was a useful
methodology. In such studies, beliefs were approached within the frame of nature of
science (Bermejo, Gonzalez & Mellado, 2004; Coleman, 2014; Irez, 2006; Irez, 2007).
Cognitive maps present a holistic image of individuals’ beliefs, values, ideology, and the
relationships between these elements (Bermejo et al., 2004; Dixon, 2014; Northcott,
1996) and are recognized as an effective tool in studying beliefs (Mellado, 1997; Miles
& Huberman, 1994). There is, however, no research regarding the use of cognitive maps
to study beliefs related to mathematics. Therefore, this study proposed to examine
cognitive maps of PMTs regarding their beliefs related to mathematics. The beliefs of
PMTs, in keeping with Ernest’s framework (1989), are categorized as BNMs, BTMs,
and BLMs. This study attempts to answer the following research questions:
1. What are the beliefs of PMTs regarding the nature of mathematics?
2. What are the beliefs of PMTs regarding the teaching of mathematics?
3. What are the beliefs of PMTs regarding the learning of mathematics?
METHOD
Research Design
This study is a qualitative research using an interpretative paradigm that allows
observation of a phenomenon from the perspective of the participant (Merriam, 2009).
In this study, the beliefs of PMTs regarding mathematics are viewed as an individual’s
values shaped by experiences with mathematics (Raymond,1997). A phenomenological
design was used to interpret individuals’ experiences concerning a concept or
phenomenon (Creswell, 2013).
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Participants
Participants in this study were selected from fourth-year PMTs enrolled in the
Elementary School Mathematics Teaching Program at a university in Istanbul, from
which the researchers received permission to conduct the study. To select participants
for the study (Glesne, 2011), 20 PMTs who volunteered for the study attended focusgroup interviews of approximately one hour in two sections of 10 PMTs each. Through
the use of open-ended questions, researchers generally observed the PMTs’ beliefs
related to mathematics. Videos of these interviews were recorded with the permission of
the PMTs. Using focus-group interviews, the technique of purposeful sampling, which
provides an opportunity to thoroughly investigate an issue by choosing situations that
are rich in terms of knowledge (Patton, 2002), was used to select participants. The study
group selected seven PMTs, five female and two male volunteers, with a view to ensure
maximum variation (Glesne, 2011) in the participants’ mathematics experience.
Participants ranged from 21 to 25 years of age (M = 23), and are represented in the
study as P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, and P7.
All participants had completed most of the required mathematics education courses, and
they also were enrolled in the School Experience course based on an elementary school
internship. All had previous experience teaching mathematics as private tutors and/or as
interns at private schools.
Participants were assigned one of three groups based on their reason for enrollment in
the teacher-training program. Participants P1, P2, and P7 enrolled by personal choice,
and P3 enrolled at the request of her family. P4, P5, and P6 studied in other departments
at other universities before enrolling in the Mathematics Teacher Training Program.
Data Collection Tools
For this study, two face-to-face individual interviews were conducted with each
participant. In the first interview, a semi-structured interview form elicited the beliefs of
the PMTs regarding mathematics. According to Colaizzi (1978), the success of
phenomenological studies depends on focusing questions on “lived experiences.” In this
regard, while creating the interview form, the experiences of the participants with regard
to this phenomenon was also considered, and made use of academic literature on this
topic (Raymond, 1997; Spangler, 1992; Toluk-Ucar & Demirsoy, 2010).
The interview form consisted of 17 open-ended questions about the nature of
mathematics (7 questions), the teaching of mathematics (5 questions), and the learning
of mathematics (5 questions). Four senior researchers in mathematics education
contributed throughout to formulate and adapt the questions in current literature to this
study. Later, a second face-to-face interview was conducted with each participant
concerning the cognitive map that resulted from the data analysis of the initial interview.
Data Collection
Before the interviews, PMTs were assured their identities would not be revealed. PMTs
were also informed that they could withdraw from the study at any time; however, none
of the participants withdrew. Interviews were conducted by one of the researchers and
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tape recorded with the permission of the PMTs. Interviews began with small talk about
current issues and events, followed by a brief discussion about the aim of this study.
Then answers to the interview form questions were solicited from the PMTs. Each
interview lasted approximately 50 to 60 minutes.
Four weeks after the first interviews, second interviews of approximately 15 minutes
were conducted. In these interviews, the PMTs were shown their individual cognitive
maps to confirm the results with the participants to provide confirmability of the study
(Guba & Lincoln, 1994).
All interviews were conducted in consultation rooms or classrooms at the university. All
data obtained were securely stored.
Data Analysis Procedure
A four-stage data analysis procedure suggested by Hewson and Hewson (1989), and
generalized to plotting cognitive maps by Irez (2006), was used. In the first stage, each
interview was transcribed and the data were coded by assigning a number to each
question on the interview form asked by the researcher. The PMTs’ responses with
regard to the units of information were also numbered. An example of coding is given
below:
Researcher (Question 1): With regard to your own experiences, what does
mathematics represent in your opinion? How would you describe it?
P1: 1. I read a study entitled mathematics is the language of nature. Personally, I
believe this is true. 2. I believe numbers have a place in our life 3. To say
“Mathematics is life” would be an exaggeration, but… 4. I could say that
mathematics is the language of nature.
In the second stage, theme and subtheme headings about the nature of mathematics, its
teaching, and its learning were formulated according to content analysis of the interview
transcripts.
In the third stage of data analysis, participants’ detailed answers concerning a particular
theme were summarized into one statement. In Figure 1, some statements derived from
analysis of P1’s interview transcript are shown with codes.
Mathematics is the language of nature (1.1,4)
Mathematics is a science (2.1)
Mathematical information can change (5.1,2)
For example, number zero (6.1)

Figure 1
An example of summarized statements and codes
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In Figure 1, “5.1,2” indicates that the answer to the fifth interview question matches
information unit found in sentences 1 and 2.
In the fourth and final stage, cognitive maps of the PMTs were plotted using the themes,
subthemes, and statements from the second and third stages. Statements such as those in
Figure 1 were analyzed carefully, divided into categories, and the relationships between
those categories were defined.
Figure 2 is an example of a part of the cognitive map of P1’s beliefs regarding
mathematics.

Figure 2
Plotting P1’s cognitive map.
The codes at the top of each box on the cognitive map indicate the section of the
interview from which they were derived.
At each stage of data analysis, opinions were solicited from two experts in qualitative
research methodology and three experts in mathematics education in order to confirm
credibility of the study.
FINDINGS
In Table 1, a summary of findings of the beliefs of PMTs identifies the similarities and
differences in beliefs. The left column of the table comprises themes, subthemes, and
statements from the second stage of data analysis. Individual PMT beliefs are indicated
by the bullet (●) symbol in a particular theme.
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Table 1
Pre-service Mathematics Teachers’ Beliefs Related to the Nature of Mathematics, Its
Teaching, and Learning.
Themes

P1
P2
The Nature of Mathematics

Description of mathematics
●
●
 Mathematics is the language of nature
The place of mathematics in science
●
●
 Mathematics is science
●
●
 Mathematics is a tool
 There are many things to be discovered in
mathematics
The structure of mathematical knowledge
●
●
 Mathematical knowledge can change
 Mathematics can be conducted without rules and
●
●
formulas
The place of creativity and imagination in mathematics
 The teachers take advantage of creativity and
●
imagination in mathematics teaching
 The mathematicians take advantage of creativity and
●
imagination while discovering new things
The Teaching of Mathematics
The aim of mathematics teaching
●
●
 The ability to use mathematics in daily life
The best way to teach mathematics
●
●
 To relate mathematics to daily life
Equipment to be used in the teaching of mathematics
●
●
 Taking advantage of concrete materials
●
●
 Activities should be used
The Learning of Mathematics
The best way to learn mathematics
●
 To take interest in mathematics
●
 To put effort into mathematics
 To make mathematics perceivable and concrete
The roles of the teacher in the learning of mathematics
●
 To make students like mathematics and themselves
 To help to associate mathematics to daily life
●
 To act as a guide for students
Factors that influence the learning of mathematics
●
●
 The teacher
●
●
 The psychological factors
 The social environment
 The family

P3

PMTs
P4
P5

P6

P7

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●
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A cognitive map was plotted for each PMT using the indicated themes, subthemes, and
statements shown in Table 1. Despite their different backgrounds and experiences, the
PMTs were seen to hold almost similar beliefs. The cognitive map of a PMT from each
participant group is given below. For example, the cognitive map of P2, one of the three
participants enrolled in the teacher-training program by personal choice, is shown in
Figure 3:
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Figure 3
P2’s cognitive map
The cognitive map of P4, one of three PMTs who joined the Mathematics Teaching
Program after studying elsewhere in a different department, is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4
P4’s cognitive map
The cognitive map of P3, who joined the Mathematics Teaching Program by parent
request, is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5
P3’s cognitive map
As shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5, most of the beliefs of PMTs are parallel to each other
and likewise some differences can be identified. The similarities and differences
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between the beliefs of PMTs related to the nature of mathematics, teaching mathematics,
and learning mathematics are indicated by the themes, subthemes, and statements.
Beliefs Related to the Nature of Mathematics
The beliefs of PMTs relating to the nature of mathematics can be grouped under four
main themes: the description of mathematics, the place of mathematics in science, the
structure of mathematical knowledge, and the place of creativity and imagination in
mathematics.
Theme one: The description of mathematics
All PMTs described mathematics as the “language of nature.” For example, P7
described mathematics as, “It is applied to nature rather than a series of numbers or
symbols….I could say it is the language of nature.” P6 similarly described mathematics:
“It exists in everything because we are people who symbolize everything as we live.” P4
explained the same situation in a different way:
Mathematics is a fact present inside everything. When we listen to music, a certain
ratio of notes emerges. Mathematics is a phenomenon that is present throughout all
of nature and our whole lives, and sometimes we are not even aware of it.
As seen from the above comments, although each PMT described mathematics in a
different way, all held that mathematics is everywhere and in everything in nature.
Theme two: The place of mathematics in science
The majority of the PMTs view mathematics as a science. They provide reasons such as
“mathematics is a tool for various branches of science” and “has an exploratory aspect.”
For example, P7 cited “mathematics as being one of the most important branches of
science since it has a great role in the development of other disciplines.” P6 summarized
her view that “there are still numerous aspects of the subject to be discovered, and since
this discovery process still continues, it is, in my opinion, a science.” P5, however,
considered the topic from a different perspective:
It is not a science in my opinion, even if it is accepted as a branch of science.
Because I do not think that everything involving discovery can be described as a
science. Mathematics is in fact related to all branches of science that use it.
Although this participant considered mathematics a tool for other branches of science
and thought that there were aspects yet to be discovered and thus expressing beliefs
similar to other PMTs, he did not believe that it could be considered science.
Theme three: The structure of mathematical knowledge
This theme was categorized under two subthemes: the changeability of mathematical
knowledge and rules and formulas in mathematics.
The changeability of mathematical knowledge. All PMTs thought that mathematical
knowledge, rules, and formulas could change. Mathematics at a basic level appeared
certain and clear to them, but knowledge appeared more changeable in advanced
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mathematics. As P6 explained: “The basic mathematical multiplication tables have not
changed for many years. However, if something new gets discovered at an advanced
level such as integral calculus, then some of the things we have learned may actually
change.” P1 expanded on this: “The number zero. Until eighth class we accepted zero as
belonging to a set of natural numbers, however at university our lecturers do not accept
zero as a natural number.”
Although most PMTs were not able to provide examples of change in mathematical
knowledge, they believe that mathematical knowledge is dynamic and is neither certain
nor clear.
Rules and formulas in mathematics. All PMTs held that mathematics could be applied
without rules or formulas. For example, P5 explained: “The rules and formulas did not
exist in the past. Indeed, they only emerged at the end of studies in order to express our
opinions in a more concrete way and realize those expressions easier.” Similarly, P3
expressed that “rules and formulas merely simplify the work because there was still
mathematics before they existed.”
As revealed in their comments, the PMTs thought that rules and formulas merely helped
simplify subjects and make them tangible.
Theme four: The place of creativity and imagination in mathematics
All PMTs thought that creativity and imagination were important in mathematics. For
example, P5 believed that a teacher should use creativity and imagination in class:
Mathematics does not immediately take root in the minds of students. The examples
and questions used in the lesson need to be powerful. So, the teacher should have a
good imagination in order to prepare the lesson to be more effective.
Similarly, P7 expressed: “If one does not make use of creativity or imagination, I do not
think that a mathematics lesson can truly take place.” P2, who believed creativity and
imagination is involved in discovery, explained her views with an example from
physics: “As you know, the apple fell on Newton’s head. Then he discovered the law of
gravity. Every Tom, Dick, and Harry sees that apple fall. However, only Newton could
picture the fall of apple and he discovered gravity.”
As can be seen from the above comments, some PMTs, in mentioning creativity and
imagination, approached mathematics from the viewpoint of a teacher, and others
approached mathematics from the viewpoint of a mathematician.
Beliefs Related to the Teaching of Mathematics
The beliefs of PMTs regarding teaching mathematics were categorized under three
themes: the aims of teaching mathematics, the best ways to teach mathematics, and
equipment needed in teaching mathematics.
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Theme one: The aims of teaching mathematics
All PMTs criticized that teaching mathematics usually focused on examinations and that
mathematics was presented to students as formulas and rules. Moreover, most PMTs felt
mathematics was taught without providing reasons for studying mathematics, and it was
removed from daily life. For example, P7 expressed: “This is the formula. When you see
something similar, just apply the formula. Without knowing where it comes from. This
is how we have been taught for years.” For this reason, most PMTs believed that ideally
mathematics education should aim to help students acquire an understanding of life
based on the idea that mathematics is present everywhere. They oppose rote learning. P4
summarized these views of the PMTs:
In mathematics lessons, we always received rules and formulas. Mathematics is
always taught for examination purposes. But when you get into real mathematics, it
is completely different. Indeed, we can use mathematics to look at life and to find
solutions to life.
P7 believed that the aim of teaching mathematics was to “prepare people for life to a
certain degree and after having reached that, to increase general mental capabilities by
carrying out interpretations of mathematics.”
Theme two: The best way to teach mathematics
All PMTs believed that the best way to teach mathematics is by relating it to daily life
and providing reasons for its study. For example, P1stated: “To teach something with its
reasons is always better. It is more appropriate to explain reasons with regard to the
topic and to explain this together with where we will use it in real life.” P3 believed that
the best way of integrating mathematics into daily life was through the use of drama:
“As mathematics is not a subject particularly enjoyed by students, lessons can be made
more enjoyable using drama in mathematics teaching.” P5 suggested using the history of
mathematics in teaching:
Lessons should be presented with some segments from the history of mathematics.
Who found this? Why did they do it? In what area of their life was it useful? Such
things provoke the curiosity of students. The knowledge learned becomes
permanent.
Thus, according to the PMTs, the successful result of effective teaching is the ability of
students to use mathematics in daily life.
Theme Three: Equipment Needed in Teaching Mathematics
The PMTs stressed the abstract nature of mathematics teaching definitely needed
concrete materials. The most ardent supporter of this view, P6, stated:
Certainly the best way to teach mathematics is the use of concrete materials. I think
that the students will learn easier when concepts are brought to life by the use of
concrete materials, and that it [knowledge] will remain for a longer time in their
minds.
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P5, however, objected to using tangible materials. This participant, who had observed
such teaching, commented:
I do not support material development. I saw how the teacher brought cubes to a
lesson about exponential numbers. The students did not even know what exponential
numbers were. And when you bring materials to class in such a case, the children
don’t understand the concept. There was no meaning to the demonstration of piling
material things up on one another, and I think it was a waste of time.
All other PMTs believed that materials facilitate permanent learning, and materials
designed to teach mathematics awaken the interest and curiosity of students.
All PMTs thought that interesting activities designed to promote the curiosity of
students were necessary in teaching mathematics. In particular, PMTs thought that such
activities could facilitate participation by all students in the lesson and make
mathematics lessons more enjoyable. For example, P1 stated:
Activities are fun and draw the attention of the students and they can be conducted
together with the class. I’d look for an activity that would ensure high levels of
participation, and I would try to derive the maximum degree of efficiency from the
activity.
Two PMTs stressed using activities appropriate to the class level. P5 supported this
view in the preparation of activities: “I have to look at the level of the class. Who are the
students? How much do they know? What is their background in the topic up to now?”
Beliefs Related to the Learning of Mathematics
Beliefs of PMTs regarding the learning of mathematics were categorized under three
theme headings: the best way to learn mathematics, the role of the teacher in the learning
of mathematics, and factors that influence the learning of mathematics.
Theme one: The best way to learn mathematics
Three PMTs believed that optimal mathematics learning required an interest in
mathematics, and they often mentioned this in the interviews. For example, P5 felt that
“almost everybody who enjoys and is interested in mathematics could learn it.” PMTs
who concurred held that quality learning required raising students’ interest in
mathematics.
Three PMTs associated optimal mathematics learning with attaching more importance to
practice than theory in learning mathematics. They believed that the best way to learn
mathematics was “to think about it and to put effort into it.” For example, P7 stated,
“Mathematics needs effort. I think it is necessary to pick up a pen or pencil and try hard.
Mathematics doesn’t mean just memorizing. Some things have to be made clear and
require a lot of effort.”
In concluding, P6 believed the best way to learn mathematics was through concrete or
tangible lessons: “It has been proven that 80% of what we see remains in our minds. If a
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topic can be concretized, it is necessary to make the topic accessible and concrete so the
students can absorb and internalize it.”
Theme two: The role of the teacher in learning mathematic
All PMTs emphasized the importance of teachers in learning mathematics. Some PMTs
believed their role was to make mathematics and themselves likable to students. For
example, P5 stated that the teacher’s role was:
...to endear mathematics and ourselves. First ourselves, then mathematics. If a
student likes you, and does not want to upset you, he will pay attention to the lesson.
After a certain point, she will notice that mathematics is enjoyable and will begin at
that moment to learn as he gradually believes in his ability to do it.
P5 and P7, who emphasized that teachers demonstrate the use of mathematics in
everyday life, considered their main role in facilitating learning was to relate subjects to
real life. P7, informed by classroom observation, commented, “On that day, there was a
question about rice. The teacher asked if anyone would like to cook pilaf. I think that
mathematics has to be linked to our lives and such a teaching approach is necessary.”
Two PMTs described themselves as guides rather than as teachers who transfer
knowledge to students. P6 stated that to teach mathematics is “to draw a beautiful and
smooth road without obstacles between the student and knowledge; to be a guide who
ensures easy access to knowledge.”
Theme three: Factors that affect the learning of mathematics
All PMTs saw the teacher as the most important factor influencing the learning of
mathematics. They felt the teacher facilitates successful learning by being well liked by
students, by making mathematics enjoyable, and by clearly conveying information about
the subject matter to learners. For example, P1 explained, “In my opinion, what a
teacher can convey, how he/she conveys it, and whether he/she is liked by the students is
very important.” All PMTs, however, believed other factors contributed to learning
mathematics.
Four PMTs thought that the psychological status of students influenced learning
mathematics, including their desire to learn, and that problems in their personal life
affect learning. P3 expressed that “the psychological condition of a student, whether or
not there exists any underlying problem, may affect the learning of mathematics.” P1
stressed that “the psychological state of the student is of course vitally important.”
Three PMTs thought the social environment could affect learning mathematics. For
example, P4 explained, “the student’s circle of friends may affect learning mathematics,
because the students may be influenced by them in either a positive or negative fashion.”
In addition, according to two PMTs, the student’s family affects learning mathematics to
a great extent. P6 emphasized this point: “If the family displays a domineering attitude,
then the student’s failure in mathematics is inevitable.”
In summary, the PMTs were insistent that the best way to teach and to learn
mathematics was to associate topics with events and examples from daily life, and
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various factors influence student learning. A teacher should first of all guide students in
learning mathematics.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This study aims to examine cognitive maps of PMTs regarding their beliefs related to
mathematics expressed by three overarching research questions. In the first research
question, the BNMs of PMTs were examined. The results demonstrated that the PMTs,
rather than seeing mathematics as a collection of unchanging rules and formulas
(Duatepe-Paksu, 2008; Steinberg, 1998), believed that mathematics existed everywhere
in nature and constituted a dynamic discipline with many aspects yet to be discovered.
These findings corresponded with results of prior studies (Isiksal et al., 2007; Kayan et
al., 2013; Yang & Leung, 2015). Furthermore, according to the majority of PMTs,
mathematics is a branch of science which uses creativity and imagination considerably
and contributed to the development of other scientific disciplines.
The second research question of this study analyzed the PMTs’ BTMs. According to the
findings, the PMTs believed that effective teaching of mathematics required tangible
materials and activities that linked topics with real life in order to minimize rote
learning.
In the third question, the PMTs’ BLMs were identified. The teacher was considered an
essential factor influencing the learning of mathematics. PMTs believed that effective
mathematics learning was best accomplished with an accessible teacher who made
mathematics enjoyable for the students and linked the subject to daily life. An
interesting finding was one PMT’s suggestion that the history of mathematics be
included in mathematics lessons. In the new elementary and high-school mathematics
curriculum in Turkey and current studies, including the history of mathematics is
suggested to help students develop a positive attitude toward mathematics and provide
an opportunity to comprehend the discipline better (Karakus, 2009; MNE, 2013a; MNE,
2013b; Tillema, 2005).
In the present study, there are similarities between the BTMs, BLMs, and BNMs of
PMTs. As Ernest (1989) points out, BNMs are an indicator of BTMs and BLMs.
Results demonstrated that the BTMs and BNMs of PMTs were generally in keeping
with the philosophy of the elementary school mathematics curriculum in Turkey (MNE,
2013a). Adoption of a constructivist approach since 2005 in mathematics curricula in
Turkey is reflected in teacher-training programs. In their studies, Wilkins and Brand
(2004) indicated that courses about learning and teaching mathematics for PMTs had
been effective in changing the traditional (teacher centered) views of PMTs. In this
study, the beliefs of PMTs that were compatible with the mathematics curriculum are
thought to be derived from the PMTs teacher-training program.
In this study, PMTs holding traditional views prior to enrolling in the teacher-training
program demonstrated more constructivist BNMs, BTMs, and BNMs after their
training. Similar results are observed in other studies regarding this topic (Dede &
Karakus, 2014; Demirsoy, 2008). The PMTs had varied experiences and a range of
beliefs and expectations regarding mathematics before enrolling in the teacher-training
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program. In this study, the beliefs of PMTs were found to be similar based on their
cognitive maps. Although Raymond (1997) and White (2000) hold that teacher-training
programs have a minimal effect on the beliefs of PMTs, all PMTs in this study stated
that their beliefs relating to mathematics were positively and dramatically influenced by
the teacher-training program. These results are supported by results in other research
(Dede & Karakus, 2014; Haser, 2006; Wilkins & Brand, 2004).
It was seen, however, that although PMTs developed a constructivist understanding of
mathematics education, traces of their traditional beliefs can be identified due to their
early mathematics education (Ball, 1990; Raymond, 1997).
The use of cognitive maps in this study allows a holistic examination of the beliefs of
PMTs as well as the easy identification of similarities and contradictions in those belief
systems. The results in the academic literature also show that the use of cognitive maps
is an effective analytical procedure to reveal the beliefs of PMTs (Bermejo, et al. 2004;
Coleman, 2014; Dixon, 2014).
SUGGESTIONS
The examination of the beliefs of pre-service teachers is an important subject with
regard to the effectiveness and development of teacher-training programs. In this
context, a number of suggestions can be presented for mathematics teacher-training
institutions. These institutions should identify the beliefs of PMTs regarding
mathematics who begin their training programs and prepare their learning environments
in such a way that they can bring about a positive change in their belief systems.
In the light of the obtained results, some suggestions can be made for future researches.
In this study, plotting of cognitive maps of PMTs provided an opportunity to present a
holistic picture of the PMTs’ beliefs. In future, studies can be conducted including
beliefs of in-service teachers regarding mathematics using cognitive maps.
In this study, it is seen that teacher training program plays a great role in the
development of the beliefs related to mathematics of PMTs. It is thought that the beliefs
of instructors of teacher-training programs may also influence PMTs’ beliefs. In this
context, examination of the beliefs of instructors can be a new research topic.
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